Beacon’s mission focuses on employment choices as a
way to create the kind of opportunities that will positively
impact the lives of people with disabilities. For people with
disabilities who are trying their hardest to succeed at work,
the odds are sometimes stacked against them in a host of
ways: from the lack of appropriate supports and training,
to transportation challenges, to disability unawareness
among employers. By delivering services that assist and
empower workers to find positions where they can thrive,
Beacon Group helps to even the playing field.
With Beacon at their side, many individuals who receive our services have embarked on a satisfying career
and are enhancing their own lives by including athletic
experiences into their routines. Having another channel
for personal development, such as an organized sport, can
be as much of an added benefit for a person with a disability as it is for anyone, maybe more so.
Beyond improving physical strength, adult participation in sports is recognized as being helpful in developing
life skills including communication, cooperation, respect,
and perseverance. Furthermore, the confidence and social
skills developed through sport can empower individuals
to self-advocate.

Special Olympics offers one way for people with disabilities to participate in athletic training and competition.
Last year, SourceAmerica, a national leader in creating
employment choices for people with disabilities and the
2018 Special Olympics USA Games teamed up to provide employment training for athletes participating in the
games. SourceAmerica recognized the opportunity to link
athletic skill development with employment outcomes for
the population served by both organizations.
The connection to employment is something that Tucson Special Olympics softball coach, Bill Fields, has observed first hand. He’s noticed that many of the thirty- and
forty-year-olds on his teams have jobs. Across the U.S.,
44% of Special Olympics athletes are employed compared
to 28% of people with intellectual disabilities who have
never participated in Special Olympics.
“I’m a big proponent of sports for personal growth and
social development,” says Coach Fields. “One way that I
see Special Olympics coaches have a direct impact on
athletes’ lives is by helping them acquire skills that can
influence their abilities to obtain employment. Even something as simple as building a network that can enhance
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4...
employment.”

I

’ve worked for Beacon Group’s
mission for over ten years now.
Our mission, the people we serve,
and our staff accomplish so many
things, but because we are in so
many places, I assume everyone
knows about Beacon. Many also
think that because of Beacon’s
well-established history in the
community that anyone with a
disability who wants to work has
that opportunity and already knows
about the range of Beacon services.
Wrong!
While Beacon is well-established and is proud to have an
outstanding reputation, I have

learned that most people in the
community don’t know that two
thirds of working age people with
disabilities do not work and don’t
know what Beacon Group does!
To help us spread the word and
our mission, we recently published
the graphic below showing five
ways we can create even more
opportunities for people
with disabilities.

GREG NATVIG, President/ CEO

to Work with Beacon Group to
Help Create MORE Opportunities
for People with Disabilities...

...Meet Beacon Group and find out more about what we do.
Our main facility, the Steve and Kathy King Community Center, is just as it’s named
— a center open to the community! The Community Center is a quick way to see
and understand our mission and the array of employment choices we provide
people with disabilities. We love to host visits any weekday, so just contact me
or email Marketing@BeaconGroup.org to schedule. Mornings are best to see our
workplace in full gear. Another way to see our mission is to visit one of our
hundreds of jobsites where we perform work such as at Jim Click Automotive
dealerships where our teams wash cars in the lot every weekday morning.

...Hire Beacon to outsource work you need done.
We do custodial, landscaping, fulfillment, contract assembly and packaging, fleet
washing, document and media destruction, and various facilities services for
hundreds of different organizations. I recently met with Tyler Ornstein, founder of
Tyler’s Coffee, (tylerscoffees.com – give it a try; the coffee is great!) He was so
complimentary of the fulfillment work we perform for his business. Just think what
Beacon might be able to do for your organization.

...Use Beacon as a cost-free recruiting service to hire qualified people with disabilities.
We have qualified candidates who want to work for your openings. There are no
fees, and in many cases, your company can take advantage of financial incentives
such as the Work Opportunity Tax Credit.

...Support Beacon’s mission with meaningful contributions to help fund our work.
Your donations go 100% to helping support and expand employment opportunities
for people with disabilities. One example is the recent hiring of a new Employment
Specialist in our Ticket to Work Program that is funded almost entirely through
contributions. Donating is easy! Just go to www.beacongroup.org/donate/ or use
the envelope included with this newsletter.

...Educate your employees on cultural competencies.
We would love the opportunity to speak to your organization about the value of
hiring people with disabilities. We will show how to successfully work side-by-side
with people with disabilities and how doing so will enhance the culture of your
organization.

I encourage you to find one of the five ways to help us expand employment
options for the people we serve!
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ig economy” and “flex work.”
These are terms that have been
popularized in the last ten years as
more and more workers transition to
flexible work arrangements. Today,
approximately one third (36%) of all
U.S. workers are part of this workforce, according to Forbes Magazine.
Similarly, created in 2012, Beacon
Group’s on-call employee program is
an innovative approach of providing
additional, flexible work choices for
people with disabilities that meet the
needs of the employee along with
maintaining production timelines and
quality standards.
Currently Beacon has 48 on-call
employees, and this number has been
as high as 60. The majority of these
employees work in Beacon’s contract
manufacturing area where Muriel
Rutherford, Production Manager,
serves as supervisor. Muriel is familiar with each employee’s unique skill
set and is able to match that skillset
with production needs for that day
or week.
“I know the employees and their
skillset. They are Beacon staff. Every
now and then, they may need guidance and extra coaching. But they are
here and ready to work to ensure we
meet the production needs of our customers. They are the cornerstone of
our production workforce and without them we couldn’t meet our customers’ needs,” says Muriel.
This knowledge and adaptability
is a major benefit to Beacon as production needs — especially for
Beacon’s major aerospace customer
— often spike at the end of the
month.
The process to becoming an oncall employee varies. A person may
come to Beacon to receive services
and find out about the on-call position while others learn about the job
opportunity through job boards such
as Indeed or via other non-profit or-

ABOVE: Beacon client Sarah Feight is a dedicated on-call staff member, currently plying her
skills as an electronics cable assembler inside our main Tucson headquarters.

ganizations such as Tucson Hispanic
Chamber, Linkages, Goodwill, and
the DES Veterans Unit. All potential
on-call employees apply through a
formal application process and are interviewed. As a final step, their skill
level is tested to ensure the position
will be a good fit for the employee
and production needs, including requisite speed and accuracy. On-call
employees start at $11 an hour and
additionally accrue sick time.
For on-call staff, the main benefit
cited is flexibility while still being
able to earn a wage. Some of the oncalls have a disability, health-related
conditions, or transportation constraints that require the flexibility of
not working every weekday.
Another key benefit is the invaluable work experience, especially for
anyone transitioning into the workforce for the first time, or once again
after a long period of unemployment.
This work experience has led to some
on-call staff progressing to full-time
employment at Beacon or into positions with other employers in the
community.
Yet another advantage is the camaraderie in the workplace. One on-

call employee called it “a godsend”
as far as socialization, especially after he spent a year in the house as a
“shut-in.”
Sarah Feight is an on-call assembler who wears many hats in production. “I love the variety,” she says,
“you go from one job to another job.
Usually it’s hustle and bustle.”
In her over a year of experience
as an on-call staff member, she has
worked on several projects including
production and packaging of a consumer product, as an inspector for
rivet assembly quality, and currently
as a cable assembler. She notes, “I
like being really precise. I like it being done right.”
About the position’s flexibility, she
adds, “I’m a bus rider, and these buses
don’t run on a conducive schedule
all the time. Beacon works with my
time schedule riding the bus. They
really try to work with you and give
you the opportunity to contribute.”
Most of all, Sarah cites the invaluable workplace connections and experience she has gained, “I know it’s
about the relationships I forged and
how I’ve proven myself here. It’s
meant a lot to me.”
SPRING 2019
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At Beacon Group,
we see the attributes
that many of our
athlete-workers bring
to the job and appreciate
how much playing
sports contributes to
work-life balance.

These characteristics include:

1

They persevere and
learn from challenges.

2

They know how
to work together
as a team.

3

Robert Pelikan demonstrates perseverance and interest in improving in both
the work and play aspects of his life. Diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome,
Robert, with great support from his family, pushes himself to do his best and
doesn’t shy away from challenges.
After graduating from High School in Phoenix, Robert got involved with
Special Olympics. Not content with just one sport, he got involved with four –
swimming, basketball, bowling and flag football. He also started attending a
Day Treatment Program for adults with developmental disabilities where he
worked briefly part-time, and demonstrated that he wanted to work a more
regular job. Robert’s mom, Laura, found out about Beacon Group from the
Division of Developmental Disabilities (DDD). Robert found a regular job with
Beacon on the custodial crew at the Bankruptcy Court building in Phoenix,
which increased his confidence and motivation — and pays three times an
hour more than he made before!
“You can see the difference work makes for his development,” says Laura.
She’s grateful for the many job opportunities for people with disabilities that
Beacon has brought to the Phoenix area and for Robert’s involvement with sports.
Seven years ago, Robert’s remarkable perseverance was tested when he was
hit by a car. The whole right side of his body was crushed. Confined to a wheelchair, Robert showed great determination during his months of rehabilitation.
His resolve shows in his work as well as his play. He usually plays wide receiver
and running back on his flag football team. The team is practicing hard for
Regional Tournament coming up in March.
Work and play can be a great combination for anyone, especially for those who,
all too often, have so few chances to pursue
either. Beacon and Special Olympics are thrilled
to have people like Robert Pelikan on their team!

They are coachable —
eager to improve.

4

They are reliable and
know that “the team”
depends on them
showing up.

4

We talked to several
Beacon workers and
their families about
their Special Olympics
sports experience and
how skills learned on the
field or court also make
them valuable assets
on the job...
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Jimmy Quihuis has been involved
with sports for most of his life, playing
on Little League teams and at school. His
talents and dedication eventually led to
winning gold and silver medals at both
National and World Games as part of
competitive Special Olympic teams in
softball and basketball. Jimmy’s
coachability and reliability have contributed to his success in both sports and at
work.
Jimmy began receiving services from
Beacon for help with a disability in his
early twenties. He had held a job at a fast

Mario Escobar knows his teammates depend on him, so he shows
up and gives his all. Mario’s family came from El Salvador in 1989
and lived in northern California before ending up in Mesa, Arizona.
After Mario graduated from high school, because of his mild developmental disability, he was referred to a Day Treatment Program,
which left him bored. He wanted to work, and his family knew he
was not being challenged or even given the chance to show what
he could do.
One place he was able to demonstrate his abilities was through
sports. About 15 years ago, Mario got involved with Special Olympics.
He currently enjoys playing basketball and baseball where being part
of a team allows him to work on communicating with others and
focus on improving key skills. “I like to shoot and make baskets,”
says Mario.
Still he wanted to work. After his fourth Adult Day Treatment Program, Mario Escobar’s family was as frustrated as he was bored. Natalia
Escobar, Mario’s sister, begged his Support Coordinator with DDD to
find a work program for Mario, and they recommended Beacon.
Natalia says she, “called right away, and Beacon hired Mario for their
City of Gilbert landscaping crew — pretty close to where we live!”
Now, Mario and his friend, Lucas Sheetz, from the Beacon Landscaping crew, play together on a basketball team from Mesa. On
the court, they work together as teammates using skills they can
transfer to their work on the Gilbert crew where they clean parking
lots and streets and tend to the city cemetery.
As much as he loves his sports, Mario says he also likes working
and making money. He was already in his forties before Beacon gave
him his first chance to work a year and a half ago.
Natalia says, “Mario really looks forward to each upcoming season for Special Olympics. He also looks forward to his work for the
City of Gilbert. It’s hard to say how much his attitude from one helps
his attitude with the other, but we know Mario is a happier person
because of both!”

Lucas Sheetz (at left) teams up with Mario Escobar

food restaurant but was looking for work
that better suited his abilities and interests. Maybe in part due to his athletic
background, he liked physical work, being part of a team, and learning new
things. Jimmy found his niche at Tucson
Electric Power (TEP), where he works in
the glove lab and warehouse. Over the
ten years he has been a part of the TEP
team, Jimmy has become knowledgeable about the materials and tools specific to the electrical industry and is
proud of his work there. He also says
that he enjoys the social aspects of work

like he does with athletics. Some of his
coworkers at TEP also play softball or
basketball with him, and they have become good friends. “We get to hang
out,” explains Jimmy.
Jimmy agrees that his time on the
field helps him with his job. “It’s good
exercise and at work you need to be in
shape to help each other and lift heavy
stuff,” remarks Jimmy.
“When I stay focused I have the time
to help out the other guys,” Jimmy
quickly adds.
COVER STORY CONTINUES NEXT PAGE...
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Memorials and gifts of honor are a special way to remember
friends and loved ones as well as make a tax-deductible
donation to Beacon Group. An acknowledgment is sent
to both donor and honoree. Thank you!

IN MEMORY OF: Given By
• MICHAEL BELTON: Lise Belton, John Craig and
Karen Christensen
• SCOTT BELTON: John Craig & Karen Christensen
• WILLIAM BRINCKO: Mary Shields
• CONNIE BURNS: Benjamin Burns
• CANDY BUSHNELL: James Bushnell
• MARIE DUERDEN: Robert Duerden
• NICK FROSCO: Carol Frosco
• EULYN OOLMAN: Charlene Brower, Barb
Brundige, Wanda & David Chittenden, Richard &
Candi De Carlo, Betty Dent, Caroline Dent,
Charles & Rosa Dent, Carolyn Edmond, Tom &
Margaret Goeser, John Goetz, Paul & Joy Gross,
Larry & Beth Hagedorn, Barb Hansen, Gene
Kenkel, Steve & Kathy King, Larry & Kandy Leege,
Lee Ann Leinen, Jane & Gary Lolling, Tom & Linda
Lund, Lee & Bonnie Meier, Arlys & Cliff Oolman,
Mark & Ellen Plendl, Laraine & Chuck Pritts, Bob
& Nira Rusk, Butch & Denise Ryan, Susan & Bill
Stockton, Dave & Jo Van Gorp, Vogel Foundation
• DON PETERSON: Barbara Peterson, Steve & Kathy King
• MARGARET PETTEY: Dr. Jennifer Jenkins
• JOHN & JOYCE RAMBERS: John & Janet Hughes
• MARGART STUTZ: Steven & Kathy King
• MICHELLE WARNES: Jessica & Devin Chodorow, Joe
Hermann, Sara Hyde, Michael Kelley, Kylee Spicer
• MARY WIJCIECHOWSKI: Suzanne Bishop

2018 Memorials
and Tributes
IN HONOR OF: Given By
• FRANCESCO CAVALLO: Caterina Cavallo
• MONICA PARRY: Dennis Parry
• TODD FELBER: Bruce & Jenny Felber
• DAVID HUDGIN: Virgina Burns
• HUGS SENIOR PROGRAM: Robert & Susan Lane
• GREG & GAIL JESTER: Steve & Kathy King
• ROSE KERR: Anonymous
• STEVE KING: Butch & Denise Ryan
• JODI MCCALLUM: Jim & Danie McCallum, Deanna
& Robert Bates
• JENNIFER MCDONAGH: Paul & Jennifer McDonagh
• NIRAV MERCHANT: Arizona Senior Academy
• JOSE MUNOZ: Lourdes Munoz-Stevens
• DENNIS PARRY: Monica Parry
• CHET, GREG & RONNIE PAWLOSKI: Martin Pawloski
• CHESTER, GREG, AND RONNIE PAWLOSKI: Jay
Johnson, Veronica Johnson, Chet Pawloski Jr.
• CRAIG TREBON: Kevin & Mary Liebentritt
• ARIEL WEBER: Todd & Charlene Weber
• SKIP WHITLEY: Tango International, Inc.
• RICK AND DEBORAH WILLIAMS: Zachary Williams
• DR. & MRS. RICKEY L. WILLIAMS: Steve & Kathy King
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy
of this listing. We regret any errors or omissions.
For a full list of gifts made to Beacon in 2019, please see
our website at: www.BeaconGroup.org/donors-2018/
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Reliability is also important to Jimmy. “When you don’t show
up, you let people down,” he explains. “At softball, the coach
will not let you play anymore. I like to start, so I show up. At
work, if you are not there you fall behind. You don’t want to get
the bosses upset.”
Jimmy’s skills and efforts earned him a place on the Special
Olympics statewide Allstar team for softball. He played in the
2015 World Games in Los Angeles, where his team took the Gold
Medal. He also earned a Silver at the USA Games in Seattle in 2018.
Jimmy is humble about his achievements on the national stage.
Yet, his efforts, like those of other athletes with disabilities, are
potent examples of the hard work, determination and team
mindset that makes them valuable employees.
SPRING 2019
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Cherry Harper, Rob Bejger and Dick
Harper pause inside Beacon’s Headquarters.

herry and Dick Harper are longtime donors to Beacon Group.
Their son, Rob Bejger, works at Beacon Secure. Cherry shares
why she gives to Beacon, especially through the Arizona Tax Credit:
“Beacon gives people with disabilities the feeling of self-worth,
and we all need that. By Beacon providing jobs for so many
people with disabilities, they are providing a path to greater
income, self-esteem, and so much more. I like the fact that Beacon
has programs for all levels of disability. They do match the person’s
ability with the job. There are a lot of options.”
About the value of the Arizona Tax Credit, she adds, “It’s really
a bonus to the donors and the organization. I would encourage
anyone in Arizona to donate this way. We have done the tax credit
for many years now.”
Arizona provides a nonrefundable tax credit for individuals
who make contributions to qualifying charitable organizations
such as Beacon Group. These tax credits provide a dollar-for-dollar
reduction of your Arizona income tax liability. The allowable 2018
credit is $400 for single and head of household taxpayers and
$800 for married taxpayers filing a joint return.
For more information on these tax credits, see https://azdor.gov/
tax-credits at the Arizona Department of Revenue website. You can
donate and claim the credit for 2018 up until April 15, 2019.
To learn more about donating to Beacon Group, contact Heidi
at (520) 622-4874 ext 166, or email: hkirkland@BeaconGroup.org

Congratulations to 2018 Beacon Group Award Winners!

— Beacon Group’s 2018 Outstanding Achievement Award Honorees —

Leadership Award

STEPHANIE RODRIGUEZ

LINA LOPEZ-DURON

NOAH MARTINKA

JUDY LOPEZ

works at Southwest Gas

works at Beacon On Call

works at
Industrial Metal Supply
and in Beacon contract
manufacturing;
also participates in
Beacon Day Program

Employment Services
Specialist,
Division of
Developmental
Disabilities

The Diane Kovara Employee of the Year Award

ANGELA SOTO • Custodial Supervisor (Tucson)
Visionary Award Honorees

Real World Cycling • Chris Streeter
Magic Gardens Nursery & Landscape • Marianna Sarah
The Leroy Adams “Behind the Scenes” Award Honorees

NAOMI BENNETT • Job Coach Supervisor (Phoenix)
KENDRA WRIGHT • Fulfillment Job Coach (Tucson)

Beacon Group’s Awards Presentation
was made possible with support from
Lovitt and Touche’ Insurance.
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BeaconTIMES is the
official publication of
Beacon Group, Inc., a 501(c)3
nonprofit organization,
and is published by the
Beacon Group Community
Development Department.
Beacon does not sell or
share any donor names or
personal information to
anyone else for any reason.
Beacon Group, Inc.
308 W. Glenn St, Tucson, AZ 85705

(520) 622-4874

Beacon - Phoenix Division
2222 N. 24th St, Phoenix, AZ 85008

(602) 685-9703

Beacon Secure
Confidential Shredding
308 W. Glenn St, Tucson, AZ 85705

(520) 352-9951

The State of Arizona allows residents to obtain a tax credit up to $400 per individual
and $800 filing jointly for contributions to a Qualifying Charitable Organization
such as Beacon Group. Taxpayers can choose to attribute their contributions
between January 1 – April 15 to either 2018 or 2019!
Please consult your individual tax advisor for more information.

Beacon Group is proud
to be accredited by
the Commission
on the Accreditation
of Rehabilitation Facilities.

www.BeaconGroup.org
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